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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction
to the Study of Careers

We begin Chapter 1 by recognizing a fundamental quality about career management:
career decisions have their roots not only in past experiences but also in a vision of the
future. Encounters with the world can teach people about themselves—what they enjoy
doing, what they’re good at, and what really matters in work and in life. In most cases,
career decisions are based on the belief that the future in a particular occupation, job, or
organization can provide experiences, opportunities, and rewards that are meaningful and
satisfying. But careers can be highly unpredictable—especially in today’s world. It is often
difficult and sometimes impossible to foresee the roadblocks and detours that can arise as
we progress through our work lives. How we cope with the twists and turns in our careers
is what distinguishes effective from ineffective career management.

The aim of this book is to help the reader understand the principles of effective career
management and to provide opportunities to develop and practice skills in career man-
agement. The book devotes a great deal of attention to the issues faced by people at differ-
ent times in their careers, so that individuals can manage their careers effectively
throughout their lives. This book is also designed to help managers and future managers
respond constructively to their subordinates’ career needs, and to help human resource spe-
cialists develop effective career management systems within their organizations.

A major premise of Career Management is that individuals can exert considerable—
although not total—control over their careers. Effective career management requires not
only keen insight into oneself and the world of work but also sound decision-making skills
that can be developed and improved. As we will discuss in Chapter 3, career management
is essentially a problem-solving process in which information is gathered, insight is
acquired, goals are set, and strategies are developed to attain those goals.

The study of careers is a popular area of interest and inquiry. There are a number of
career planning and other self-help books in local bookstores, and the Internet provides
many avenues for self-discovery and also serves to facilitate the career exploration process.



In addition, there are a number of career planning activities provided by corporations,
libraries, social or professional organizations, and adult education programs. Research on
careers also has a prominent place in the fields of human resource management and
organizational behavior. The Academy of Management, one of the most prestigious pro-
fessional organizations for management scholars,1 has a division devoted to the study of
the career, and professional journals have published a wide range of articles on career-
related issues.

The primary reason for this popularity lies in the belief that the concept of career, like
no other, can help one to understand the fundamental relationship between people and
work, a relationship that has intrigued scholars, mystified organizations, and frustrated
people in all sorts of occupations. Consider the following situations:

• An engineer, 20 years out of college, has recently been laid off in a corporate
downsizing move. She is beginning to question her competence and drive to succeed.

• A young physician realizes that he chose a career in medicine to please his
parents and dreads spending the next 40 years pursuing someone else’s dream.

• A regional sales manager in Denver, Colorado, refuses a promotion to corporate
headquarters in New York. He enjoys the outdoor life, and his wife is committed to
her successful career. He wonders about his future in the company.

• A 35-year-old financial analyst whose employer has just been acquired by an
international conglomerate watches nervously as her colleagues are terminated
one after another. Will she be next?

• A recent college graduate has been unable to find employment in his chosen field,
and has no idea about what career options to pursue.

• A harried mother in a dual-career relationship is frustrated in her career because
she receives little support from her husband, children, or company.

• A 39-year-old manager feels unfulfilled by a stalled career with no promotions in
sight.

Each one of these situations requires the individual to actively manage his or her career.
They provide an opportunity for the person to make an effective career decision or, by
default, to allow someone else to make the decision. This book provides a framework for
individuals to manage their careers more effectively, and for organizations to develop poli-
cies and practices to help their employees with the task of career management.

Before we provide amore formal definition of a career, we need to set the stage by describ-
ing changes in the world of work that have occurred over the past several decades. After all,
it is in this new economic reality—amidst a great deal of uncertainty and turbulence—that
our careers will unfold and our efforts to manage our careers will take place.
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THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF WORK AND CAREERS

The world is changing constantly, and these changes—economic, political, technological,
and cultural—have profound effects on the world of work. Accompanying these changes
is a level of uncertainty that can play havoc with people’s careers and lives. Intense com-
petition in all industries has been fueled by increased global business and an uncertain
world economy. This fierce competition has produced numerous acquisitions, internal reor-
ganizations, a restructuring of jobs and outsourcing as a means to contain costs, and a
related change in the psychological bond between employers and employees. The follow-
ing sections discuss these various changes in the landscape of work and careers.

Organizational Cost Cutting and the Loss of Job Security

The number of incidents and the magnitude of mass layoffs and downsizings that occurred
in the United States over the 1980s and 1990s are well documented. During the period from
1979 through 1995, it is estimated that 43 million jobs were lost in the United States alone,
or an average of roughly 2.5 million jobs lost per year.2 In addition, since 1995 the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has tracked the total number of individuals in the
United States who experienced amass layoff.3 During the 10 years from 1996 to 2005, more
than 18million workers went through amass layoff incident, or approximately 1.8 million
per year. Discounting the recession years of 2000 and 2001, the incidents and number of
individuals in a mass layoff remained fairly constant over that 10-year period. In addition,
the worldwide economic recession that becamemanifest in 2008 and 2009 led to a further
acceleration in mass layoffs of workers around the globe. Indeed, while mass layoffs were
originally concentrated in the United States, more recently they have been experienced by
workers in Europe and Asia as major corporations in these regions find it necessary to con-
tain labor costs to stay competitive and also respond to economic downturns.4 Downsizings
in these geographic sectors can be particularly traumatic given the cultural mores and laws
that traditionally restricted the degree of job loss experienced by these workers.5

Uncertainties in the job market are not limited to the private sector, as local, state, and
federal governments are also under severe financial strains. In addition, these streamlining
activities are hitting many of us closer to home, as white-collar, professional, and manage-
rial employees are becoming increasingly vulnerable to reductions in force and the out-
sourcing of jobs to other parts of the world. Clearly, the prospect of a continuous, lifetime
career with one employer (or even within one industry) has faded. As a consequence, job
security, defined as the stability and continuance of one’s employment,6 has declined sig-
nificantly over the last three decades. Individuals who are just beginning their careers can
expect to work for anywhere from 7 to 12 different employers during their lifetimes.7 The
decline in job security has major implications for career management as individuals must
be on constant alert for abrupt changes in their jobs and career direction.
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The Changing Structure of Organizations

To meet the challenges of a highly competitive, global marketplace, many organizations
have made significant changes in their internal structure. Organizations have become “flat-
ter” and more decentralized than the bureaucratic forms of organizational design that
existed through the second half of the 20th century.8 Customer-driven “horizontal” orga-
nizational structures contain fewer levels of management and use cross-functional
autonomous work teams to manage virtually every process from manufacturing to mar-
keting.9 Consequently, modern organizations employ a relatively small number of employ-
ees to handle core business functions, but use outsourcing and a large cadre of temporary
or contingent workers to deal with secondary and back office activities.

In addition, contemporary organizations use network structures to form partnerships or
networks with other organizations and individuals outside their formal boundaries. Not
unlike a computer network, network organizations link a variety of firms together to pro-
vide the expertise and resources necessary to complete particular projects or manufacture
specific products.10 Some scholars have used the term boundaryless to describe the char-
acteristics of these organizations because the organization typically accomplishes its goals
through collaboration with many resource providers that lie outside its boundaries.11

In sum, although bureaucratic organizations, with their emphasis on stability and pre-
dictability, will undoubtedly continue into the future, most organizations have opted for
greater flexibility by utilizing a small permanent workforce with an extensive reliance on
contingent, part-time, and contract workers and by creating a flatter hierarchy with fewer
levels of management.

The Changing Nature of Work

Another significant philosophical shift in organizational management over the past two
decades is the widespread adoption of team-based structures as a mechanism for task
accomplishment, decision making, and problem solving.12 The move to collaborative teams
as a preferredmeans of organization has happened at all levels within corporate hierarchies,
from the executive suite to the shop floor. Team-based structures involve the “structural
empowerment” ofworkers,meaning that employees and teamsof employees are givendecision-
making responsibility for an entire job or project and for knowing how that job or pro-
ject fits within the organizational purpose and mission.13 The move to team-based
collaborative structures and the use of empowerment have significant implications for the
type of work performed bymanagers and professionals. Managers and nonmanagersmust be
effectivemembers and leaders of cross-functional and cross-organizational teams, and attain
power and influence as they gain greater information and visibility through their participa-
tion in these groups. In addition, it is more difficult for managers in flatter, team-based orga-
nizations to supervise their people in a traditional manner and tomonitor their performance
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closely.14 Indeed, there are fewer managers in the organization to supervise anyone. And the
managers who do remain derive their power from their expertise and the respect they have
earned rather than from their position in the organizational hierarchy.

Further, in order to advance, employees must be skilled in self-management as the locus
of responsibility shifts downward in the organization. These critical requirements include
the flexibility to move skillfully from one project to another, the ability to interact with
people from a variety of different functional areas, and the utilization of a more collabora-
tive and participative interpersonal style.15

Change in the Psychological Contract

The changes in organizational structure and the nature of work have been accompanied by
a revision in the basic “psychological contract” between employer and employee. When
applied in the context of an employment relationship, a psychological contract is an
implicit, unwritten understanding that specifies the contributions an employee is expected
to make to the organization and the rewards the employee believes the organization will
provide in exchange for his or her contributions.16 Up until the 1980s, a traditional or “rela-
tional” contract was prevalent whereby the employee received job security in exchange for
satisfactory performance and loyalty to the organization.17 A relational contract is normally
longer term and involves a high degree of commitment to the relationship on the part of
the employee and the employer.18

However, because of their need for flexibility in a highly competitive environment, most
organizations have adopted a more “transactional” psychological contract in their relation-
ship with their employees. A transactional contract is usually shorter term and involves
performance-based pay, lower levels of commitment by both parties, and an allowance for
easy exit from the implicit agreement.19 Instead of exchanging performance and loyalty for
job security, employees are expected to be flexible in accepting new work assignments and
be willing to develop new skills in response to the organization’s needs. In return, the orga-
nization does not offer promises of future employment but rather “employability” (with the
current employer or some other organization) by providing opportunities for continued pro-
fessional growth and development. As we will discuss in Chapter 2, this shift in the psycho-
logical contract from relational to transactional—from employment to employability—has
major implications for employees’ careers.

International Competition

The evolving global economy reflects anothermajor change in the world of work. The emer-
gence of newworldmarkets, foreign competition, and political realignments has forced both
large and small organizations to adoptmore global business strategies as ameans to optimize
competitiveness. The presence of a global perspective has radically changed the face of busi-
ness and, as a result, how careers develop within these multinational organizations. As of
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2005, international trade of merchandise and commercial services throughout the world
totaled $12.5 trillion.20 In the year 2006 alone, the total dollar value of exports and imports
in the United States was $3.6 trillion, an increase of 44 percent since the year 2000 andmore
than three times greater than the level in 1990.21

The emergence of the multinational corporation, with extensive sales revenues coming
from operations outside the company’s home country, has transformed managerial careers
immensely.22 In many such firms, the route to the top now includes significant exposure to
the management of international operations. These international experiences can include
expatriation, wherein the employee who is a citizen of the country in which the parent com-
pany is locatedworks in a foreign country at a branch or a subsidiary of the parent company.23

In a reverse of this process, international careers can include repatriation where the expatri-
ate is brought back to work in the home country. Both expatriation and repatriation hold
careermanagement challenges for individuals as they navigate differences between the home
and host countries in terms of language, culture, business practices, and local customs.

In general, all managers, whether or not they are executive-bound, must learn to under-
stand foreign markets, consumer preferences, and newmanagement styles if they are to be
effective in today’s multinational corporation. The fall of communism in the early 1990s
and the worldwide shift to more free market economies has led many multinational cor-
porations to relocate significant facilities to areas of greater opportunity and lower cost. Job
assignments and career paths in these corporations will never be the same, and it is incum-
bent on individuals to manage their careers to take advantage of these experiences.

Technology and the Churning of Jobs

Technological advances have affected every phase of business from operations to sales to
financial management. Computer technology has upgraded the skill requirements of many
jobs and eliminated the existence of others.24 Rapidly changing technologies have created
new career paths for employees with the proper mix of skills, while their less adaptable col-
leagues have often found themselves out of tune with their employers’ future plans. In addi-
tion, technology, in combination with shifting demands for products and services, will
continue to create new occupations. The creation of new and more technologically
advanced jobs combined with the elimination of old “lower-tech” jobs has been referred to
as the churning of jobs.25 As a technology-driven process, the churning of jobs produces
new—but unpredictable—options, thereby making career management even more crucial
in the years ahead.What is required, as we will see, is a career management style that is flex-
ible and attuned to the many technological changes that lie ahead in the world of work.

Changes in Workforce Diversity and Demographics

A more culturally diverse workforce has produced changes in the way organizations func-
tion. These changes are as significant as the changes arising from economic competition
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and technological change. The labor force has and will become older, more female, and
more diverse.26 The increasing proportion of women, racial minorities, and immigrants in
the workforce has put pressure on organizations to manage this sexual, racial, and ethnic
diversity effectively. But it has also challenged employees to understand different cultures,
and to work cooperatively with others who might hold different values and perspectives.
Career success in many organizations can often depend on an employee’s ability to thrive
in a multicultural environment.

Of particular note, the aging and ultimate retirement of the baby boom generation rep-
resents a major demographic and sociological phenomenon that has far-reaching impli-
cations for individual career management and for organizational human resource
management systems.27 The baby boom generation consists of the roughly 78 million
people born in the United States during the 20-year period after World War II. For individ-
uals who are part of this generation, career management is fraught with concerns and chal-
lenges, including dealing with the possibility of a plateaued career, maintaining a skill set
that is desired by employers, and ultimately deciding on the timing of, and the financial
planning for, retirement. For individuals who were born after the baby boom, the potential
exists that advancement will be blocked or stalled by the presence of a mass cohort of
employees who might be reluctant or financially unable to leave the workforce to make
room for younger, upwardly mobile employees.

For organizations, the baby boom workforce is a paradox, simultaneously representing
both a critical success factor as well as a potential drag on corporate performance and finan-
cial resources. At present, the baby boom generation can be seen as a pool of talented, expe-
rienced, and highly educated workers who occupy critical leadership and senior
management positions and who, accordingly, are an important resource that must be nur-
tured andmaintained in order to achieve continued success. In the future, baby boomwork-
ers will be an ever more valuable resource as a forecasted shortage of skilled and unskilled
labor in the industrialized world will dictate that employers find ways to keep these work-
ers engaged past standard retirement ages and continue to develop them to optimize pres-
ent and future contributions to the firm.28 From an opposite perspective, the baby boom can
be seen as a crippling force within organizations, not only in the sense that it will over-
whelm pension and retirement systems,29 but also that plateaued boomers can become
organizational “deadwood” and block the advancement of younger and presumably more
creative employees.

Work and Family Life

The management of work and family lives has posed a substantial challenge to employee
and employer alike. The neat separation of work and family, where neither role interferes
with the other, now seems like a distant memory. In 2007, 69 percent of married women
in the United States with children under the age of 18 were participating in the workforce,
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compared to just 45 percent in 1975 and 30 percent in 1960.30 In addition, 63 percent of
married women with children younger than age six were in the workforce in 2007, com-
pared to only 37 percent in 1975 and only 19 percent in 1960.31 The employment par-
ticipation rate for married women with children ages 6–17 was 77 percent in 2007,
almost 50 percent higher than the rate in 1975 (52 percent) and nearly double the rate
(39 percent) of 1960.32

The burgeoning employment of women has created new challenges of juggling work
and family commitments. Moreover, the divorce rate and a higher degree of out-of-
wedlock births have substantially increased the number of single-parent households—the
vast majority headed by women—with particularly intense work and family pressures.33

Data from the U.S. Census Bureau indicate that as of 2006 roughly 28 percent of all house-
holds in the United States with children under the age of 18 were single-parent households,
and of these, the vast majority (82 percent) were headed by the mother.34 Dual-career cou-
ples and single parents must learn to balance their careers with extensive family respon-
sibilities, often including the care of elderly parents or in-laws. The 21st century is
providing even more challenges to women and men pursuing demanding careers and
active family and personal lives.

Work and family roles have also been altered by technological advances, which have
blurred the demarcation between these two spheres of life. Widespread advances in com-
munications technology have moved work activities from the office to the dining room or
study, and even the most remote location can function as an office. These changes provide
opportunities for achieving work–family balance but also require considerable support from
spouses, children, and employers.

DEFINITIONS OF CAREER CONCEPTS

Now that we have painted the changing landscape of the world of work, we will discuss
what constitutes a career, first presenting its historical meaning and then presenting a def-
inition of a career that more closely fits today’s world. We will also introduce the career
management process and examine the concept of career development.

What Is a Career?

In Chapter 2wewill discuss in detail a number of different perspectives on careers and career
management. In broad terms, however, there are two primary ways to view a career. One
approach sees a career as a structural property of an occupation or an organization.35 For
example, one could think of a career in law as a sequence of positions held by a typical or
“ideal” practitioner of the occupation: law student, law clerk, junior member of a law firm,
seniormember of a law firm, judge, and ultimately retirement. A career could also be seen as
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a mobility path within a single organization or multiple employers,36 as the following func-
tional path in marketing illustrates: sales representative, product manager, district marketing
manager, regional marketing manager, and divisional vice president of marketing, with sev-
eral staff assignments interspersed among these positions.

The other primary approach views a career as a property of an individual rather than an
occupation or an organization. Since almost everyone accumulates a unique series of jobs,
positions, and experiences, this view acknowledges that each person, in effect, pursues a
unique career. Even within this individual perspective, however, a number of different def-
initions of career have appeared over the years, each reflecting a certain theme embodied
in the meaning of a career.37

In Career Management, we define a career as

the pattern of work-related experiences that span the course of a person’s life.

In our definition, work-related experiences are broadly construed to include (a) objective
events or situations such as job positions, job duties or activities, and work-related decisions
and (b) subjective interpretations of work-related events such as work aspirations, expecta-
tions, values, needs, and feelings about particular work experiences. Exhibit 1.1 portrays
some significant elements of a person’s hypothetical career. Notice that an examination of
the objective events by themselves would not provide a full, rich understanding of a person’s
career. Similarly, an exclusive focus on subjective feelings or values would not do justice to
the complexity of a career. Both objective and subjective components are necessary. As we
will see in subsequent chapters, one can manage a career by changing the objective envi-
ronment (e.g., switching jobs) or bymodifying one’s subjective perception of a situation (e.g.,
changing expectations). Similarly, the unfolding or development of a career frequently
involves systematic changes in objective events (as when a person’s opportunity for future
promotions becomes limited) as well as changes in subjective reactions to events (such as
changes in values or goals).

Our definition of a career does not require that a person’s work roles be professional
in nature, be stable within a single occupation or organization, or be characterized by
upward mobility. Indeed, anyone engaging in work-related activities is, in effect, pursuing
a career. This broad definition fits nicely with the changes in the work world discussed ear-
lier in the chapter. For example, the definition’s omission of advancement in the corpo-
rate hierarchy as a defining characteristic of a career meshes well with the limited vertical
mobility opportunities within today’s flat organizations. Similarly, to require that a career
provide stability within one organization—or even one career path—is unrealistic in
today’s world of downsizing, contingent employment, and constantly changing jobs. As we
will see throughout this book, individuals need to take responsibility for understanding the
type of career they wish to pursue and making career decisions that are consistent with
these preferences.
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EXHIBIT 1.1 Objective and Subjective Elements of a Hypothetical Career

Objective Experiences Subjective Experiences

Outstanding Performance in High School
Mathematics and Science (Age 14–17) Perceives Aptitude and Interest

in Technical Subjects

Enjoys Challenge of Solving
Technical Problems

Bored; Needs More Stimulation and
Control Over Time

Wants More Security and Professional Growth;
Becomes Interested in University Teaching

Sees More Opportunity for Research
Support Elsewhere

Enjoys Academic Studies; Performs Well

Enjoys Work; Looks Forward to Exciting Future

Turned on to Theoretical Research

Feels It Was the Correct Move

Graduates From Engineering College
and Accepts Job as Mechanical Engineer
(Age 22)

Receives Several Promotions to
Supervisory Positions (Age 22–28)

Returns to University for PhD in
Engineering (Age 28)

Receives PhD and Accepts Position in
R & D Function in Pharmaceutical
Company (Age 32)

Accepts Position as Assistant Professor
(Age 35)

Obtains Government Grant (Age 36)

Moves to Another University (Age 39)

Gets Fired in a Downsizing Move
(Age 35)

Tenured and Promoted to Associate
Professor (Age 41)

Feels Need to “Make His Mark”; Has
Something to Say

Gets Bored With Theory; Wants His Work to
Have Practical Effect

Finds That Administrative Duties Cut Into
Time for “First Love”

Completes First Book (Age 44)

Promoted to Professor (Age 45)

Becomes Active Consultant (Age 48)

Accepts Position as Department Chair
(Age 52)

Completes Second Book (Age 64)

Retires From University (Age 70)

Returns to Full-Time Teaching (Age 60)



Career Management

Like the concept of the career itself, career management has been defined in a number of
ways. We view career management as

a process by which individuals develop, implement, and monitor career goals and
strategies.38

Since the process of career management is central to this book, Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are
devoted to the explanation and application of our model of career management. For the
time being, career management can be briefly described as an ongoing process in which
an individual

• Gathers relevant information about himself or herself and the world of work

• Develops an accurate picture of his or her talents, interest, values, and preferred
lifestyle as well as alternative occupations, jobs, and organizations

• Develops realistic career goals based on this information

• Develops and implements a strategy designed to achieve the goals

• Obtains feedback on the effectiveness of the strategy and the relevance of the goals

Notice that career management is an individual—not an organizational—activity. Indeed,
as we will show in Chapter 3, it is the individual’s responsibility to manage his or her career.
More and more organizations are relinquishing an activist role in their employees’ careers
and are laying the responsibility for career management squarely on the shoulders of the
individual.39

Moreover, individuals will need to develop a set of career competencies that enable them
to develop insight into themselves and their environment so they can navigate their
increasingly unpredictable and “chaotic” careers. The specific steps in the career manage-
ment process—and the qualities necessary to carry them out—will be discussed extensively
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

Career Development

Aswewill discuss in Chapter 2, people face a number of developmental tasks and challenges
as they progress through their careers. The traditional view of career development holds that
individuals go through relatively predictable phases or stages in their careers, with each
career stage being characterized by a somewhat distinctive set of themes or tasks that need
to be confronted.40 Although the economic and career uncertainty discussed earlier in this
chapter can certainly disrupt one’s progress through a career and the career stages, it is still
true that as people age theywill likely confront a changing set of requirements and demands.
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For example, a 23-year-old trainee is likely to be preoccupied with gaining competence,
acceptance, and credibility in his or her early career. The same person at midcareer (age 45,
for example) might be wrestling with gnawing self-doubts about the sacrifices his or her
career has required. At age 55 or 60, that person might be faced with the task of remaining
productive in later career years, or even switching career fields entirely.

We define career development as follows:

an ongoing process by which individuals progress through a series of stages, each
of which is characterized by a relatively unique set of issues, themes, and tasks

One primary goal of this book is to demonstrate the interplay between career manage-
ment and career development. If individuals understand the developmental tasks as they
progress through their careers, they can formulate goals and strategies that are most
appropriate for that particular time in their career and life. Moreover, organizations attuned
to the unfolding of careers can design developmental programs most relevant to an
employee’s career stage.

THE NEED TO UNDERSTAND CAREER MANAGEMENT

An understanding of career management is important in two respects. First, it can help indi-
viduals manage their careers more effectively. Second, organizations can profit from
understanding the career decisions and dilemmas that confront their employees. In this
section, we will consider the importance of career management both from an individual
employee’s perspective and from an organization’s viewpoint.

The Individual Perspective

From an individual’s point of view, effective career management is particularly important
in light of the turbulent economic, technological, and cultural environments discussed ear-
lier in the chapter. In rapidly changing and uncertain times, career success and satisfac-
tion will most likely be achieved by individuals who understand themselves, know how to
detect changes in the environment, create opportunities for themselves, and learn from
their mistakes—all elements of effective career management. In an era of downsizing, out-
sourcing, and changing corporate structures, individuals who have insights into themselves
and their options should be more able to overcome obstacles to their career growth.

Moreover, careers have become less structured, less automatic, andmore unpredictable.
Established career paths are being replaced by more innovative and idiosyncratic routes to
success. As organizations becomemore responsive to rapidly changing business priorities,
greater flexibility will be required on the part of the employee. Flexibility and adaptability
are hallmarks of effective career management.
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Another pressure for effective career management is the very nature of contemporary
employees—active and assertive—who demand a high degree of control over their careers
and their lives. Behavioral scientists have observed the following significant changes in the
workforce in recent years:

High Expectations. The desire for interesting and meaningful work has been matched by
the belief that the attainment of these outcomes is likely. To want something from life is one
thing; to expect it is another matter. New employees often hold inflated, unrealistic expec-
tations about work. High expectations can produce anger, disappointment, and dissatis-
faction if work experiences do not live up to values and expectations. Effective career
management can play a particularly significant role in the attempt to secure a match
between expectations and experiences.

Autonomy. One of the most significant values held by the contemporary employee is the
achievement of freedom, autonomy, and discretion in the workplace.41 Having substantial
freedom to select work projects, to decide how a job is accomplished, and to set work sched-
ules is crucial to a large number of employees in today’s world. Indeed, for many employ-
ees, attaining high-quality job performance on challenging, autonomous projects can be
more important than receiving a promotion.

Weakening of Sex-Role Boundaries. The arbitrary divisions of labor between men’s and
women’s participation in work roles have become progressively less rigid during the past
three decades. As occupational sex-typing continues to weaken, women and men will per-
ceive a much wider range of career options and will need to choose from these options
wisely, therefore increasing the need for effective career management.

A Concern for Total Lifestyle. The quest for meaningful and challenging work has been
accompanied by an intense concern for a satisfying personal life. The unwavering pursuit
of promotions and a higher salary has potential costs—less time or energy for family, recre-
ation, and self-development—and might even lead to a compromising of one’s ethical and
moral beliefs.42 From an opposite perspective, refused promotions or relocations and an
unwillingness to work 14-hour days reflect a belief amongmany employees that the trade-
offs associated with the pursuit of the tangible outcomes of career success can be excessive.

A desire for a more balanced lifestyle can produce ambivalent feelings in many employ-
ees. On one hand, money, advancement, challenge, responsibility, and interesting work are
sought and valued. On the other hand, leisure, family, and self-development are also seen as
legitimate and important activities that, at times, take precedence over work. In a sense, then,
many employees seem to be seeking a bounded involvement with work. That is, they are
placing boundaries around their work involvement so that work does not incessantly
intrude into other parts of their lives. As we will see in later chapters, career decisions must
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take into account the satisfaction of work, family, and personal needs. Whether the blurring
of work and family lives has positive or negative consequences (and it probably has elements
of both), career management as we move forward in the 21st century requires new insights
and strategies to manage not only one’s career but one’s overall life as well.

Moreover, the increasing prevalence of single-parent households and dual-career couples
puts immense pressures onwomen andmen to balance their ownwork, family, and personal
responsibilities. The interaction between work and family will be considered in detail in
Chapter 10. At this point, however, one must note that the added complexity of a nontradi-
tional family structure requires effective careermanagement on the part of women andmen.

Diversity of Career Orientations. Our discussion of the contemporary workforce does not
imply that all employees hold the same values and pursue the same type of careers. In fact,
there is considerable diversity among employees’ career orientations and work values.43

While some of us value advancement or freedom above all else, others primarily value the
intrinsic excitement of work, and still others place themost significance on security and bal-
ance in their lives.44 Although we will examine career orientations more extensively in later
chapters of the book, we should realize at this point that active career management is essen-
tial if we are to satisfy our unique career values, whatever they might be.

The Organizational Perspective

As indicated in the preceding section, individuals who define career success in broad terms
and who feel the need to combine different parts of their lives into a satisfying lifestyle have
a real need to understand the nature of careers and to manage their careers actively.
Organizations also have incentives for understanding careers. In fact, an organization’s abil-
ity to manage its human resources effectively depends on how well it understands its
employees’ career needs and helps them engage in effective career management.45

Selection of Human Resources. Successful human resource management begins with the
effective recruitment, selection, and socialization of new employees.46 An organization
needs to be concerned with identifying a pool of talented applicants, selecting those appli-
cants with the greatest likelihood of success, and bringing the new recruits on board in a
way that increases their contribution to the organization. In order to accomplish these tasks,
an organization must understand the type of careers it provides and the career values that
it believes are most conducive to success and satisfaction in the organization.

Moreover, an organization must understand the way applicants approach the job search
process so it can present itself to these applicants in the most favorable way. Yet an organi-
zationmust also avoid overselling itself to the point where new recruits hold unrealistic and
unattainable expectations.47 Finally, an organization must orient new employees to their
work roles and positions by helping them understand their jobs, appreciate the organization’s
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culture, and learn required tasks.48 An organization is more likely to succeed in these activ-
ities if it understands the career needs experienced by job applicants and new employees, a
topic we will treat in depth in Chapter 6.

Development and Utilization of Human Resources.Many organizations contend that their
employees are their most valued assets. However, employees who are placed in inappro-
priate jobs and who are frustrated with their opportunities for growth and development can
ultimately turn into liabilities, either through poor performance or through voluntary ter-
mination. Therefore, it is in the best interest of the organization to help its employees plan
andmanage their careers. Career planning workshops, job posting, supportive performance
appraisal systems, career counseling, and job redesign are but a few of the career-related
programs that organizations have used to facilitate effective career management.

Further, to enhance the performance and development of its employees, an organiza-
tion should understand the critical tasks faced by people at different times in their careers.
Programs designed to help employees in their early careers, such as a challenging initial
job assignment, are likely to be different to some extent from developmental activities
most relevant to someone in midcareer (e.g., learning to become a mentor) or in late career
(preretirement counseling).

Moreover, to ensure a steady movement of human resources to key positions, an orga-
nization needs to understand the basis upon which employees make their career decisions.
It is no longer practical for an organization to assume that employees will automatically
accept promotions or other job assignments offered to them. Personal career interests,
family considerations, and lifestyle choices often upset a company’s best laid plans.
Therefore, the organization needs to understand the dynamics of career decision making
and be aware of its employees’ career concerns to avoid miscalculation of its human
resource needs.

Management of the Career Plateau. There is an additional problem experienced by com-
panies that are either not expanding rapidly or are contracting in size. In these firms, there
are fewer advancement opportunities for managers and other employees since the number
of employees ready for a position may greatly exceed the number of openings. This prob-
lem is exacerbated by the aging baby boom generation that is now in middle age or older,
where advancement of younger workers is blocked by a massive pool of employees who
are not ready or are unable to fully retire.49 Employees can become plateaued relatively early
in their careers, stuck in jobs with little likelihood of promotion or with few opportunities
for increased responsibility.50 Many of these employees may experience a diminished level
of work motivation or, as seen in Chapter 12, may leave their employers to establish an
entrepreneurial career. Organizations need to keep plateaued employees performing effec-
tively. To a considerable extent, success in meeting this challenge depends on an under-
standing of the principles of career management.
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The Management of Cultural Diversity. The movement toward equal employment
opportunity—fueled by the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and reinforced by judi-
cial decisions and the Civil Rights Act of 1991—has had a profound effect on organizations’
management of their human resources.51 The focus on equitable career opportunities within
organizations requires companies to develop fair assessment techniques so candidates for
promotions or other job assignments will be judged on their competence, not on their sex,
race, ethnicity, or age. Beyond that, however, employers need to leverage the perspectives of
different cultural groups to create a more effective workforce.52 As Chapter 11 will demon-
strate, an understanding of career management is essential to accomplish this goal.

Family Responsiveness. Organizations recognize that they stand to lose the services of valu-
able human resources—women and men—if they fail to help their employees resolve dif-
ficulties in achieving balance between work and family responsibilities. Family-responsive
organizations increasingly provide more flexible work schedules, part-time employment,
opportunities for job sharing, telecommuting, and child care arrangements in an attempt
to retain employees who are experiencing extensive work–family conflicts.53 Moreover,
employers may well need to reconsider the level of commitment and involvement they can
reasonably expect from employees who are juggling work and family pressures. As we will
see in Chapter 10, an understanding of the work and family demands facing employees at
different stages of their career development will be required to attract, motivate, and retain
an effective workforce.

Summary of the Contemporary Workplace

Modern organizations are staffed by an increasingly diverse group of employees. In general,
employees want to derive more meaning from work than simply money and security, and
are paying considerable attention to balancing their work, family, and personal lives. As part
of a more general trend, employees are more assertive and vocal about their needs and are
willing to leave organizations that fail to provide opportunities to meet these needs.

In addition, work organizations will face pressures from other sources. International
competition, technological advances, and the constant focus on efficiency and productiv-
ity present a variety of human resource problems. “Lean andmean”may be a corporate ral-
lying cry, but it can violate employees’ expectations for rapid advancement and thereby
frustrate the attainment of previously reasonable goals. Changing technologies can elimi-
nate jobs and career paths in favor of other career routes. Work and family lives are increas-
ingly intertwined as individuals and families attempt to achieve balance in their lives. The
adoption of a global perspective and increasing prevalence of a multicultural work envi-
ronment require new insights into the cultural underpinnings of behavior.

This turbulence exists in an era of employee rights and insistence on social justice on
one hand, and the need for greater organizational efficiency on the other. Although an
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understanding of careers will not by itself solve these problems, a failure to understand and
apply principles of career management could have unfortunate consequences for employ-
ees and their employers.
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A career is defined as the pattern of work-related experiences that span the course of a person’s life. All careers
have objective and subjective elements that together form the basis of an individual’s career.

Career management is seen as an ongoing problem-solving process in which information is gathered, aware-
ness of oneself and the environment is increased, career goals and strategies are developed, and feedback is
obtained. This process can help individuals deal with the tasks and issues they face in various stages of their careers.

It is essential that employees and organizations develop an understanding of career management in today’s
turbulent world. Contemporary employees tend to be assertive and vocal about their needs, and they desire
control over their professional and private lives. Organizations concerned with the productive utilization of their
human resources can also benefit from understanding the many dilemmas and challenges faced by employees,
as they attempt to help them plan and manage their careers.

SUMMARY

Interview a friend, family member, or coworker to review the key events in his or her career. Remember to exam-
ine objective and subjective factors. Sketch a diagram of the person’s career as in Exhibit 1.1.

ASSIGNMENT

1. What is the impact of recent changes in the business environment on individuals’ careers? Consider the
consequences of intense competition, changes in organizational structure and the nature of work,
internationalization, technology, work–family issues, and cultural diversity on career management.

2. Does the characterization of the contemporary workforce described in this chapter (high expectations,
autonomy, weakening sex-role stereotypes, and concern for total lifestyle) fit your picture of yourself, your
friends, or your family members? Could there be age, social class, cultural, or gender differences in how
people view work and life?

3. Why should people be concerned about managing their careers? What can happen if people do not
actively plan and manage their careers?

4. What is the incentive for an organization to help its employees manage their careers? How can the
organization stand to gain from this venture? Are there any risks?

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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CHAPTER 1 CASE

Richard the Information Systems Executive

Why was Richard’s decision to leave his employer of 14 years such a shock? Maybe it was the outstanding

reputation of the company he had decided to leave—a company known for innovative computer tech-

nology and progressive human resource practices. Perhaps it was his steady advancement in title, respon-

sibilities, and salary, or his obvious enthusiasm for his work and for the company that had treated him

so well. Or possibly it was the fact that Richard had started with this paternalistic company right out of

college and it was rare for any employee to leave when he or she had such high job security.

Richard had made a significant career decision that, in retrospect, should not have been so sur-

prising. At 38 years of age he yearned for more—more money and a more prestigious title—but, most

significantly, he wanted more responsibility and an opportunity to make a meaningful contribution to

the destiny of his employer. This opportunity may have come eventually with his current company, but

it would have taken a while, and Richard was growing impatient. Richard was in the phase of his career

where he needed to have a greater degree of authority and independence, to be listened to seriously,

and to make a name for himself. With a stay-at-home spouse and a young daughter, Richard was also

concerned about increasing his compensation to provide a nice lifestyle for himself and his family, now

and in the future. Aware of his needs and the opportunities at his current company, Richard, with the

support of his spouse, decided to risk security in a safe, known environment and pursue his goals. This

decision shaped the course of his career and life in profound ways.

Richard left his former employer with goodwill and enormous optimism. He accepted a position as

Director of Customer Support with a rapidly growing computer firm. In this new position, he and his

staff were in charge of providing technical support for all of the company’s private and corporate clients.

Richard approached his new job with the enthusiasm and energy that had produced success in earlier

years. He upgraded his employer’s back office information system, and built a management structure

within his division that was sorely needed. His accomplishments were substantial and were recognized

by his superiors, peers, and subordinates alike. It looked like his decision had paid off!

Unfortunately, Richard did not count on, nor did he anticipate, the corporate changes in strategy

that were about to take place. Not that he was particularly naive, but how could he have known that

the senior management of the company was planning on “offshoring” all of its customer support to

Asia. Facing intense competition and resultant pressures to cut costs, the company’s senior manage-

ment team, with the blessing of the Board of Directors, decided to reduce labor costs by 40 percent by

outsourcing Richard’s entire department. After just a few months in what he thought was going to be

his dream job, Richard was facing a great deal of uncertainty about his future. It’s one thing to know

intellectually that a change in corporate strategy can outweigh job performance in the real world; it’s

(Continued)
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(Continued)

quite another to be the victim of a major corporate cost-cutting move. Richard was worried; he had a family to

support, a child to eventually put through college, and a heavy mortgage to pay each month.

At the age of 40, Richard found himself unemployed for the first time since high school. Finding a new posi-

tion became a full-time job, and he approached this task with alacrity and extensive planning. After what

seemed like an eternity, he found a position with a brokerage firm, heading up its information systems group.

Burned once, he comforted himself that this new company was less likely than his previous employer to make

a major change in strategy. But after two years of outstanding contributions, this firm is now undergoing a major

reorganization and a reshuffling of personnel. Richard’s future? Although he was recently promoted to Vice

President, he’s not so sure of himself anymore. When a friend asked whether he had any regrets about his deci-

sion to leave his initial employer, Richard gave an emphatic “maybe.”

Case Analysis Questions

1. What do Richard’s experiences indicate about the process of career management?

2. What environmental factors have affected Richard’s career?

3. When Richard decided to leave his initial employer, what career trade-offs, either consciously or

subconsciously, did he make? Do you believe that Richard has done a good job of managing his

career? Why or why not?

4. If Richard sought your help, what advice would give him in terms of the future management of his career?


